
AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO: Mayor Pat Humphrey & Clare City Commissioners 

FROM: Diane Lyon, City Clerk 

DATE: July 28, 2022  

RE: *Communications 

 

For the Agenda of August 1, 2022 

 

*Note:  This is a Consent Agenda item and is considered as routine by the City Commission.  

As such, this matter shall be automatically enacted by one motion with all other Consent 

Agenda items unless a Commissioner or citizen requests this item be individually discussed, 

in which event it shall be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered and acted upon 

in its designated sequence on the approved Clare City Commission agenda of August 1, 2022. 

 

FOIA Requests & Responses:   Maddin Hauser. 

 

Congratulatory Letter:  The city issued a letter to Mr. Gavin Conroy for achieving the rank of 

Eagle Scout. 

 

Isabella County Planning Commission Letter:  Isabella County Planning Commission provided 

acknowledgement of the City’s Master Plan Amendment Public Hearing. 

 

Community Mental Health Resources Events: 

MDHHS is sponsoring a T.A.P. (Take a Pause) video collection demonstrating mindfulness 

exercises by presenter Chardae Korhonen. 

 

Zeinab Moussa will facilitate a six-week online workshop series on Coping with Grief and Loss 

running August 1 through September 12. 

 

FEMA Summary of Funding Recovery:  FEMA has provided a report on Region 5 COVID-19 

Interagency Recovery Coordination. 

 

Letter of Annexation to the Office of the Great Seal:  The City submitted notice of Annexation to 

the City to the Office of the Great Seal for property located at 403 S. McEwan Street, Clare. 

 

Site Plans, Special Use Permits, Variance Requests & Public Notices: 

Sealed Bid Notice-Holiday Decorations. 

 

Attachments.  As noted above. 



The City of Clare is an Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer 
 

   

 

 

 
 
 
July 27, 2022    

DENIAL OF REQUEST FORPUBLIC RECORD 
JoAnn McGee, Paralegal 
Maddin Hauser 
28400 Northwestern Hwy 
Ste 200-Essex Centre 
Southfield MI 48034 
 
Tel:  (248) 359-7514 
Fax: (248) 359-6179 
jmcgee@maddinhauser.com 
 
RE: FOIA Request: Unresolved complaints, citations or administrative actions involving violations dealing with 
fire or fire safety at the subject property 051-034-100-21, 684-690 Ann Arbor Trail, Clare MI 
  
__X__ Your request as described is denied because it does not exist under information.   The business and site 
identified are not located within the City of Clare.   
                   
NOTICE: This correspondence constitutes a certification that the public records, as indicated, do not exist. 
You have the right to appeal this denial to the City Manager in writing that specifically states the word 
"APPEAL" and indicates the reason or reasons for reversal of the denial, or seek judicial review in the Circuit 
Court within 180 days of a final determination to deny a request. If the Court determines a public record is 
not exempt from disclosure, it shall order its release or production. The burden of proof in Court is on the 
public body. If the Court determines that the public body has been arbitrary and capricious in not disclosing a 
public record, it may award, in addition to actual and compensatory damages, punitive damages not 
exceeding $500.00 
 
The City of Clare’s FOIA Procedures and Guidelines and Summary are available for review on our website at 
www.cityofclare.org.   
 
If your FOIA request has been denied in whole or in part, you may do one of the following at your option:  
 
(1) Commence an action in the circuit court to compel disclosure of the public records or information within 

180 days after the governmental unit’s final determination to deny your request. If the circuit court orders 
disclosure of all or a portion of the public record or information, you have the right to receive reasonable 
attorney’s fees, costs, and disbursements.  If the circuit court determines that the governmental unit 
arbitrarily and capriciously denied your request, you also have the right to receive punitive damages in 
the amount of $500.00.  Please see MCL 12.231 et seq. for further information on the Freedom of 
Information Act. 

(2) Submit to the City Manager a written appeal that specifically states the word “appeal” and identifies the 
reason(s) for reversal of the denial.  Your appeal should be sent to City of Clare – City Manager, 202 West 
Fifth Street, Clare, MI 48617-1490. 

 
A copy of this request will be kept on file for no less than one (1) year.  
 
 
____________________________________________________              July 27, 2022 

FOIA Coordinator or Authorized Representative                        Date Denial Approved 







What can you do to slow down a racing mind, calm feelings of panic or stop a barrage 
of negative thoughts?  

Try taking a pause – and bringing yourself into the present moment. 

T.A.P. (Take a Pause) is a collection of brief videos demonstrating mindfulness 
exercises you can do whenever you need to restore calm and focus.

T.A.P. presenter Chardae Korhonen, LMSW, is a youth and family outreach specialist for 
the State of Michigan’s Stay Well program and a mental health service coordinator for a 
Washtenaw County high school. A licensed clinical social worker, Chardae worked for 11 
years providing crisis intervention services and mental health support to youth and families 
experiencing housing instability. She also managed a program providing harm reduction-
based substance use treatment to adolescents and young adults.

• Series Introduction
• Guided Meditation
• Body Scan
• Mindful Eating
• Grounding Exercise

To watch the videos , visit https://bit.ly/3yaDomJ or scan the QR code above. 



 

Stay Well is a crisis counseling program administered by behavioral health professionals at the 
Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS) in partnership with the Michigan  
Public Health Institute (MPHI) and Gryphon Place. It is supported by state and federal funding. 

 
 

Mondays at 6 p.m. and Wednesdays at noon  

Learning to live with grief and loss is a painful process—and while it may differ from one individual 
to another, it helps to understand the normal feelings we all experience. 

In this six-week online workshop series, clinical mental health counselor 
Zeinab Moussa discusses the emotions experienced by those who are 
grieving and offers healthy ways to cope. Like her previous grief-and-loss 
series, each weekly workshop will focus on one aspect of the grieving 
process. Participants will engage in drawing, writing, mental exercises and 
relaxation techniques to help them work through their grief. 

Supplies needed: plain paper; markers or crayons; pencil or pen. 

Choose the series that fits your schedule and register below.  
All sessions are free.  

 

Register here for the MONDAY EVENING 
Series:  

Mon., Aug. 1 at 6 p.m. – Denial  

Mon., Aug. 8 at 6 p.m. – Anger  

Mon., Aug. 15 at 6 p.m. – Depression  

Mon., Aug. 22 at 6 p.m. – Anxiety  

Mon., Aug. 29 at 6 p.m. – Acceptance  

Mon., Sept. 12 at 6 p.m. – Closure & Healing 
(no session on Labor Day Monday) 

Register here for the WEDNESDAY NOON 
Series:  

Wed., Aug. 3 at noon – Denial  

Wed., Aug. 10 at noon – Anger  

Wed., Aug. 17 at noon – Depression  

Wed., Aug. 24 at noon – Anxiety  

Wed., Aug. 31 at noon – Acceptance  

Wed., Sept. 7 at noon – Closure & Healing  

For more information, visit Michigan.gov/StayWell. 

 

Zeinab Moussa 
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Region 5 Long-Term Recovery Summary 
JULY 2022 ISSUE #9 

FEMA Interagency Recovery Coordination (IRC) staff are deployed to Region 5 to support federal, 

state, tribal and regional COVID-19 long-term recovery strategies and initiatives. IRC is outcome 

focused and works collaboratively with other federal agencies to find solutions that leverage resources in 

support of post disaster recovery. This document is one part of that effort. If you have questions,  

or no longer wish to receive the Summary, please send an email to: fema-r-covid-19-

taskforce@fema.dhs.gov. 

This month’s focus is on funding opportunities to address community needs and the many challenges 

rural, native, and communities of color face when navigating the grant process. Strategies, tools, and 

resources are included to help state, tribal, and local partners build capacity to apply for and manage 

funding opportunities.  

Funding Recovery Needs – Obstacles and Resources to Address Them 

Grants often require extensive planning, reporting, and maintenance. The process can be daunting for 

governments who have trained staff dedicated to finding, applying for, and managing grants. For those 

who have neither staff nor time, the process is overwhelming and consequently communities who need 

the funding or other resources the most - rural and native communities, communities of color, or 

populations with a legacy of disinvestment - are the least likely to receive them.  

Headwaters Economics’ Rural Capacity Index identifies 

areas with limited capacity to compete for funding to 

address community needs. According to an analysis of the 

Index, “the Midwest has the most limited capacity” as 75 

percent of Midwest communities, 76 percent of Midwest 

county subdivisions, and 68 percent of Midwest counties fall below the national median. 

The National League of Cities elaborates: “In rural areas, 

municipal staff often wear many hats, which means [their] 

town planner may be pulling double duty as the economic 

development director or tourism coordinator. Most agencies 

are too busy addressing urgent critical needs to have the 

capacity or time to coordinate strategic initiatives.” The 

Building Movement Project’s Race to Lead report states that 

“leaders of color, on average, have smaller budgets to work 

with and are more likely to report they lack access to (and face 

challenges securing) financial support from a variety of funding sources than white leaders.” Additionally, 

although Native Americans represent over two percent of the U.S. population, a 2018 report by the U.S. 

Commission on Civil Rights found that “federal funding levels for Native American tribes remain woefully 

inadequate 15 years after the commission first studied the issue.” The Rural Capacity Index analysis also 

reveals that the “areas with stark capacity barriers, often exacerbated by historical injustices, as well as 

high vulnerability to the impacts of climate change” are “on or near Native American reservations” (see 

map here). For example, on the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation, “capacity is among the lowest 5 percent 

in the country, while both wildfire and flood risk are higher than in 90 percent of the country.”  

Addressing the needs of historically underserved populations is central to building a more equitable and 

resilient economy and communities. The following sections outline obstacles these communities may face 

before, during, and after the grant process, and strategies, tools, and resources to address them: 



Funding Recovery Needs – Obstacles and Resources to Address Them 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY AND STAFF EXPERTISE  

Rural communities face many challenges to building 

organizational capacity. According to a Bridgespan report on 

the funding gap between urban and rural nonprofits, of the 

organizations studied, only 18 percent of rural organizations 

(versus 28 percent urban) attained revenues greater than $1 

million and only 3 percent (versus 9 percent of urban) had 

over $3 million. The report states that “a $1 million nonprofit 

is just reaching a minimum level of capacity to add specialist 

staff to its programs, hire professional staff to manage internal 

operations, and have resources to invest in developing funds for further growth.” Additionally, a Rural 

Health Information Hub article identifies that rural communities often lack adequate funds for staff 

salaries, program administrative costs, struggle with recruitment and retainment of staff with specialized 

skills to apply for and manage grants, or have limited resources preventing investment in business 

development.  

STRATEGIES, TOOLS, RESOURCES 
 

 
 

The Rural Partners Network is designed to address capacity issues 

by putting staff on the ground in rural communities to “provide local 

leaders with the expertise to navigate federal programs,” 

according to a fact sheet from the USDA. 

 

AmeriCorps has created an Organization Assessment Tool that can 

help rural organizations acknowledge strengths, clarify different 

perceptions, and plan strategies to enhance capacity in identified 

areas. AmeriCorps also offers grants for Native Nations that can 

help tribal grantees build capacity.  

 

Aspen Institute’s Measuring Community Capacity Building 

Workbook for Rural Communities is a tool to help to build a 

community’s capacity by improving the ability of individuals, 

organizations, businesses and government to come together, learn, 

and make well-informed decisions about the community’s present 

and future, and work together to carry out those decisions.  
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Region 5 Development Commission in Minnesota developed 

a handout focused on the Eight Forms of Capital which can be used 

as a framework to help organize goals and frame successes in 

building capacity in the region. 

 

 

Aspen Institute’s article identifies tips, techniques, and resources 

“to help build rural and Native nations” capacity through 

analyzing 90 community and economic development practitioners 

and community members responses in a Thrive Rural Open Field 

session.  

The article gathers insights alongside related resources shared 

during the Rural Opportunity and Development session (ROAD) on 

the same topic and Aspen CSG’s toolkit on Measuring Community 

Capacity. 

 

The Urban Institute, in partnership with the Housing Assistance 

Council and the Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group, 

published the In Search of Good Rural Data report, which describes 

the challenges of locating and using reliable rural data, and it 

makes helpful suggestions for possible solutions.  

 

The Aspen Institute’s June 2022 report provides an Annotated List 

of Resources for Measuring Rural Development Progress, which 

outlines resources that address the challenges of rural data and 

measurement.  

The resources are annotated with a description of the document or 

tool and how it can be used.   
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ACCESS TO RESOURCES AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE  

Rural, native, and communities of color often have less access to resources and technical assistance 

needed for the grant process. According to a National Council of State Leadership article, “compared to 

their urban counterparts, rural areas have less internet access, fewer educational institutions, see more 

hospitals close and experience less economic growth.” Additionally, “rural areas have 37 percent more 

residents without broadband access than their urban counterparts.”  

The limited access to crucial resources required to be successful in the grant process contributes to the 

disparity in funding for rural communities. The Bridgespan Group’s analysis “attests to the significant gap 

between urban and rural nonprofit funding,” 

demonstrating that “rural nonprofits are, on average, 50 

percent smaller than urban nonprofits—with $96 to 

spend per low-income rural youth versus $218 per 

urban youth.” This disparity is consistent across every 

major funding source. Many grant programs require that 

the applicant has resources to match the funder’s 

investment, which is a challenge for these underserved 

communities. Access to quality data is another essential 

challenge during the grant application and “economic 

and community development practitioners in 

communities and Native nations across the rural United 

States express frustration that so much federal data is 

inadequate for their analysis and program design 

needs,” according to a report by the Aspen Institute.  

Increasing access to resources and technical assistance can provide knowledge of available funding, 

partnership building, resource connections to reduce grant applicant’s cost-burden in the application 

process (see article), grant-writing assistance, data analysis, feedback review, expertise in elements of 

the planning process, and other crucial requirements in the application for rural and native communities.  

STRATEGIES, TOOLS, RESOURCES 

 

The National Rural Health Resource Center provides technical 

assistance, information, tools and resources for the 

improvement of rural health care. It serves as a national rural 

health knowledge center and strives to build state and local 

capacity. 

The Center developed the Federal Grant Writing Manual to 

assist organizations, particularly Critical Access Hospitals, who 

wish to complete federal proposals.  

 

The White House published the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law 

Rural Playbook, which details money set aside for urgent rural 

issues like broadband internet access and upgrading 

electricity and wastewater systems.  
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The U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development 

Administration (EDA) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

Rural Development (USDA RD) offer this Joint Planning 

Resource Guide, designed to help eliminate barriers and 

provide access to resources for rural organizations and 

communities.  

By sequencing – or “stacking” – funding opportunities, a 

community’s economic development goals can be met. There is 

a wide range of federal resources available to help STTL 

partners identify complementary programs, but it can be 

daunting to know where to begin. 

 

USDA’s Disaster Resiliency and Recovery Resources is a 

resource for  

rural communities seeking disaster resiliency and recovery 

assistance.  

The document provides an overview of available preparation 

assistance for rural communities. 

 

HRSA funds a variety of grantees and providers through its 

Bureaus and Offices. Each Bureau and Office funds training 

and technical assistance so grantees can maximize their 

impact. Non-grantees (organizations and providers) who serve 

similar populations may also find these helpful. 

The Training and Technical Assistance Hub centralizes and 

extends the reach of HRSA's training and technical assistance 

resources.  

 

Asset-based approaches can be promising strategies for rural 

communities working to build community capacity to address 

different social determinants of health, like improving 

economic stability for residents. 

The Social Determinants of Health in Rural Communities 

Toolkit's asset-based community approaches section can be 

used as a guide for discovering assets and describing the 

positive aspects of the community to a potential funder. The 

toolkit includes information about different asset-based 

frameworks, a list of common assets in many rural 

communities, and examples of programs that use these 

approaches.  

The Rural Community Health Toolkit also includes a section on 

asset mapping and a list of resources for additional information. 
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FUNDING NEEDS FOR NATIVE COMMUNITIES 

Native communities face unique challenges in addressing critical needs through funding opportunities. 

Native nations are mostly rural, and generations of oppression have created stark capacity barriers and 

high vulnerability to the impacts of climate change. The Minneapolis Federal Reserve’s Center for Indian 

Country Development report stated that there was a $48 million gap in financing needs among Native 

communities in 2017. Additionally, a 2018 report stated that only 0.23 percent of philanthropic funding 

goes to Native communities, although Native people constitute two percent of the U.S. population and 

experience a disproportionate level of need.  

Other significant barriers to accessing funding opportunities include living in a rural location, broadband 

internet access, high travel costs, limited 

opportunities for financial management 

education, data challenges with low population 

density, tribes not being federally-recognized, 

grantmaking expertise, frequent turnover in tribal 

governments, and much more.  

STRATEGIES, TOOLS, RESOURCES 

 

The American Indian Public Health Resource Center provides technical 

assistance that includes public health services and programming, 

research, education, and policy.  

Tribal governments can request technical assistance here.  

 

The Association of American Indian Physicians website offers free 

tribal grant writing resources, including online training and tools to 

increase knowledge of grant proposal development, teach how to write 

a good abstract, and understand the process of grant writing and 

evaluation.  

 

A paper published by the Stanford Social Innovation Review describes 

funding opportunities that “acknowledge the inequities facing Native 

communities.” 

Many of the Stanford Social Innovation Review grants and mission 

investments support Native community development financial 

institutions (CDFIs), which are founded and led by Native people and 

located in Native communities. The CDFIs “provide loans, financial 

assistance, education, and training for Native entrepreneurs and 

businesses—and they do so with the utmost cultural competence.” 

Additionally, “their financial knowledge and strong connections to the 

local community and Native culture allow them to open up pathways 

between their economies and outside resources.” 
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The First Nations Development Institute website compiled documents 

to assist grant seekers applying for their funding. The website also lists 

several resources providing general tips regarding applying for and 

researching various funding opportunities. 

 

The National Congress of American Indians developed a guide that 

provides a basic overview of the history and underlying principles of 

tribal governance to ensure that policy decision makers at the local, 

state, and federal level understand their relationship to tribal 

governments as part of the American family of governments. The 

guide also provides information necessary for members of the public to 

engage effectively with tribal nations.  

 

The Aspen Institute Community Strategies Group prepared a resource 

guide that outlines characteristics of successful community 

development initiatives within Native communities. 

The authors also highlight how Native nations and rural communities, 

working both side-by-side and together, can strengthen the potential 

for thriving rural regions. 

 

The Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development’s 

website provides a database of webinars providing researchers and 

grant writers with strategies to access and use demographic, 

socioeconomic, and housing data about American Indian and Alaska 

Native populations, reservations, and trust lands using the American 

Community Survey and the Decennial Census.  

The site also offers online, mixed media, learning tools which can 

assist in meeting the needs of Indigenous leaders and decision 

makers. The content is supplemented with case studies, lessons 

learned, and first-hand explanations by fellow decision makers who 

have tackled the challenges of strengthening their own communities. 
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Federal Agency: Funding Opportunity Websites 

• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention • Dept. of Justice 

• Dept. of Agriculture  • Dept. of Labor  

• Dept. of Commerce • Minority Business Development Agency 

• Economic Development Administration • National Archives 

• Dept. of Education  • National Endowment for the Arts 

• Dept. of Energy • National Endowment for the Humanities 

• Environmental Protection Agency  • NOAA Climate Program Grants 

• FEMA • NOAA/Office for Coastal Management 

• Fish and Wildlife Service • Small Business Administration 

• USDA Forest Service/Forest Health 

Protection 
• Dept. of Transportation 

• Dept. of the Treasury 

• Dept. of Health and Human Services • Dept. of Veterans Affairs/Disability Housing 

• Dept. of Housing and Urban Development 

• Dept. of the Interior 

• Dept. of Veterans Affairs/Homeless 

Programs 

• Dept of the Interior/Indian Affairs  

  
 

The July 2022 Region 5 Resource Guide of federal recovery 

and steady-state resources is now available for download. 

The resources are categorized by major topic area and 

contain financial, technical, and information resources. The 

list will be updated monthly. 

Webinars and Events 

The National Association of Counties will host a discussion on how local governments can use Information 

technology services to simplify operations and address staffing challenges. 

• July 27, 2022, How County IT Services are Evolving for the Next Decade. For registration. 

GLITEC is offering a Grants Management Cost Principles course, which is free of charge to Tribes and 

Urban Organizations in the Great Lakes region.  

• August 3-4, 2022 or August 24-25, 2022, For registration. 

The U.S. Census Bureau is hosting a webinar to discuss Census data to support grant writing.  

• August 9, 2022, Using Census Bureau Data for Grant Writing. For registration. 

Recorded Webinars:  

• This Is What Capacity Looks Like: Building Development Muscle in Rural and Native Nation 

Communities. A discussion on how rural and native communities can address capacity needs. 

Click here to view the webinar.  

• Before You Seek a Grant. Grant Space offers a five-part course to help nonprofits through the 

process of getting grant-ready. Click here to view the webinar.   

• Building the Capacity to Invest in Rural Prosperity. The Council on Food, Agriculture & Resource 

Economics webinar outlines strategies to achieve rural economic prosperity in long-term planning. 

Click here to view the webinar.  

• How to Effectively Apply for and Manage Federal Grants. In a two-part series, representatives 

from USDA Rural Development and Grants.gov provide guidance on preparing federal grant 

applications and grant management. Click here to view the webinar.  

Federal agencies are standing by to 

provide technical assistance with your 

recovery needs. Please reach out to 

your Regional representative. 

 































Solicitation for Sealed Bids 
 
The City of Clare is soliciting bids for a holiday decoration service contract. Bids must include all 
elements of work stipulated on the attached bid sheet, must be signed by an authorized 
representative of the bidder, shall be placed in a sealed envelope and visibly marked as “Holiday 
Decoration Sealed Bid”, and shall be submitted to arrive at Clare City Hall, 202 West Fifth Street 
in Clare, Michigan no later than 11 a.m. on August 22, 2022. Contract will be for the 2022 and 
2023 holiday seasons, with the decorations being on display no later than November 30, 2022 for 
the 2022 holiday season. Questions should be directed to the Director of Public Works, Luke 
Potter, @ 989-424-4072 or the Director of Parks & Recreation, Joy Simmer, @ (989) 424-4074. 
 

City of Clare 
HOLIDAY DECORATION SEALED BID 

202 West Fifth Street 
Clare, MI  48617 

 
The City of Clare reserves the right to accept and/or reject any and/or all bids. 
The City of Clare is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 

 
 


